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Phase 1 Letters & Sounds introduces phonemic awareness formed in the front 
of the left brain (the area in charge of speech recognition). By practising the 
operations of phonemic awareness (oral matching, blending and segmenting), 
students develop an awareness that spoken words can be broken up into single 
sounds, and that these sounds can be blended together to make words. To do this, 
teachers use activities such as nursery rhymes, songs and alliteration.  

([�[OL�UL_[�Z[HNL�VM�YLHKPUN�KL]LSVWTLU[��[OL�SLHYUPUN�VM�KPɈLYLU[�SL[[LYZ�OHWWLUZ�
towards the back of the left brain in an area often referred to as the letterbox. 
+\YPUN�7OHZLZ�������Z[\KLU[Z�HYL�PU[YVK\JLK�[V�[OL�KPɈLYLU[�SL[[LY�WH[[LYUZ�VM�[OL�
alphabet, and the letterbox which is part of the brain’s visual system can recognise 
these in an instant (graphemic awareness).

The process of reading involves two distinct circuits that project information from 
the back of the brain (letterbox) to the front of the brain (speech output) and our 
reward for reading correctly is access to meaning, occurring in the middle part of 
the left brain.

The dorsal (or upper) circuit plays an important role in mapping individual letters 
onto their corresponding sounds. These are blended together (in the front of the 
brain) to successfully sound out a word and to access its whole pronunciation.  
Phases 2 - 3 focuses on strengthening this circuit through systematic instruction 
where letter sounds are introduced daily, building this circuits capacity over time. 
Phases 2 - 5 also introduce common exception words (alternatively termed tricky 
words or irregular words) which must be learned by sight and are accessed along 
the ventral (or lower) circuit. Reading activities using single words or more complex 
text involves both ventral and dorsal circuits working together. 

7OHZL�����PU[YVK\JLZ�[OL�HS[LYUH[P]L�ZWLSSPUNZ�MVY�KPɈLYLU[�ZV\UKZ��WOVULTLZ����-VY�
example, the �̗P� sound can be spelt�̗P��̗��̗�L��̗ .̀ As students try to spell a word, 
the dorsal circuit works in reverse, moving from speech output to the letterbox. By 
having representations of the alternative spellings, children can use this circuit to 
encode (map from sound to letter) new words.

Fluency by Phase 6 places more emphasis on the ventral circuit, as most words are 
UV^�YLHK�I`�ÅHZO��HS[OV\NO�[OL�KVYZHS�JPYJ\P[�Z[PSS�WYV]PKLZ�H�JVTWSL[L�ZV\UKPUN�
out mechanism for when children come across an unfamiliar word. 

Junior Learning Letters & Sounds 
Junior Learning Letters & Sounds is a phonics-based 
reading program designed to teach the letter patterns 
of the English language, with the aim of helping 
JOPSKYLU�ILJVTL�Å\LU[�YLHKLYZ�I`�[OL�HNL�VM�ZL]LU��
The program follows a systematic progression, where 
JOPSKYLU�HYL�PU[YVK\JLK�[V�SL[[LYZ�PU�H�ZWLJPÄJ�VYKLY� 
(s, ̗, t, p, i, n, m…) and are encouraged to build words 
and play with these sounds. 

Junior Learning Letters & Sounds accepts that there 
are a number of common exception words (tricky 
words) in the English language and many of these 
words are high frequency and appear in early reading. 
As such, these highly-frequent exception words have 
been incorporated into the Scope and Sequence, so 
that children can become familiar with these ‘oddball’ 
words within the progression. Here children are 
encouraged to decode (sound out) the regular parts of 
a common exception word, but must learn by rote the 
correct pronunciation based on the whole word form.

The key to Junior Learning Letters & Sounds 
progression is the 6-part phase progression on which 
it is built. Overall, the detailed phase by phase program 
can be introduced in terms of the development of 
phonemic awareness, built upon with the introduction 
of letter sounds, and move onto more complex 
spelling patterns and rules in the second and third 
years of school. Junior Learning Letters & Sounds 
[LHJOLZ�Z\ɉ_LZ�H[�7OHZL���HUK�UH[\YHSS`�MVSSV^Z�VU�
to punctuation and grammar instruction.

Phonemic
Awareness

Letter 
Sounds

Introducing
the first 19 
letter sounds

Phonics
Introducing
the next 22 
letter sounds

Blends
Introducing

38 different 
adjacent 

consonants

Vowel
Sounds

Introducing
a further 20 
letter patterns

Sound 
Families

Introduce 25 
sound families 
with different 

spellings

Spelling
Prefixes, Suffixes, 

Spelling Rules 
and Grammar
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Junior Learning Letters & Sounds is fully compatible with the wider, language-rich 
curriculum. It helps practitioners and teachers adapt their teaching to a range of 
children’s development abilities, common in most settings and primary classes. The 
HPT�PZ�[V�THRL�Z\YL�[OH[�HSS�JOPSKYLU�WYVNYLZZ�H[�H�WHJL�[OH[�ILULÄ[Z�[OLPY�LUSHYNPUN�
capabilities.

Teachers will need to make principled decisions based on reliable assessments of 
children’s learning to inform planning for progression within and across the phases. 
Junior Learning Letters & Sounds enables children to see the relationships between 
reading and spelling from an early age, such that the teaching of one reinforces 
understanding of the other. Decoding (reading) and encoding (spelling) are treated 
as reversible processes. However, children generally secure accurate word reading 
before they secure comparable accuracy in spelling. It follows that the teaching and 
learning of spelling will need to continue beyond Phase 6. 

How the Teacher Planner Works 
The Year 2 (AU) / Year 3 (NZ) Teacher Planner provides daily lesson plans based on 
the progression of Junior Learning Letters & Sounds. The planner begins with the 
introduction of the /o/ sound when ‘̗’ follows ‘w’ or ‘qu’. The remainder of the term 
is used for revising alternative graphemes. The rest of the school terms cover the 
TVZ[�JVTTVU�WYLÄ_LZ�HUK�Z\ɉ_LZ�PU�KL[HPS��;`WPJHSS �̀�H�^LLR�PZ�KLKPJH[LK�[V�LHJO�
Hɉ_��WYV]PKPUN�SV[Z�VM�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ�MVY�SLHYUPUN�[OL�]HYPV\Z�ZWLSSPUN�HUK�NYHTTHY�
rules and how to apply these in reading and writing. Terms 3 and 4 include common 
homophones as well as contractions, dictionary work and proof reading. Finally, 
Term 4 provides revision lessons for revisiting the topics taught in Phase 6.

Alongside the progression are Common Exception Words (or tricky words). These 
include the Common Exception Words for Phase 5.5 but also some new Common 
Exception Words for Phase 6. New Common Exception Words include those 
containing an apostrophe. Friday lessons are typically dedicated to reviewing 
Common Exception Words. Children are empowered to phonemically analyse 
new words from their grapheme-to-phoneme knowledge and to identify irregular 
elements with ease.  

A large range of decodable readers are included for Phase 6 that cover alternative 
NYHWOLTLZ��Z\ɉ_LZ�HUK�IVVRZ�^YP[[LU�[V�KL]LSVW�Å\LUJ �̀�0U�ZVTL�JHZLZ��LHYSPLY�
readers (from previously taught phases) can be used for those children who need 
extra practise. Formative and Summative Assessments are also included in the 
Teacher Planner for progress tracking.  

Overall, Junior Learning Letters & Sounds (as presented in the Teacher Planner) 
provides a powerful systematic program which meets all the requirements of the 
curriculum. It gives children the best opportunities for progressing to reading 
Å\LUJ �̀�ZWLSSPUN�WYVÄJPLUJ`�HUK�H�SV]L�VM�SP[LYHJ �̀��

Syllable Flips
JL456
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Weekly lessons are presented on the left-hand side of the page with the week 
starting with Monday on the right-hand side. The focus of the week is displayed 
on the top-left header.

The lesson plan begins with a schema of the progression so teachers can see 
^OH[�[VWPJZ�^PSS�IL�JV]LYLK�HJYVZZ�[OL�^LLR��ÄSSLK�PU�ISHJR���HZ�^LSS�HZ�^OPJO�
topics are coming up (text in light grey) and which have already been taught (text 
in black). 

6IQLJ[P]LZ�Z\TTHYPZL�[OL�JYP[LYPH�MVY�Z\JJLZZ��;OLZL�PUJS\KL�[OL�ZWLJPÄJ�MVJ\Z�
of the topic to be learnt across the week.

Resources lists the materials used for daily teaching.

Terminology provides a glossary of terms used during the week’s instruction.  
;OL�TLHUPUNZ�VM�[OLZL�ZWLJPÄJ�[LYTZ�HYL�\ZLM\S�MVY�PU[YVK\JPUN�[V�JOPSKYLU�ZV�
they can understand the technical language being used. 

Daily lessons are laid out on a single page per day. Teacher notes for the lesson 
are presented down the side of the page. On the top header, the topic focus is 
presented with the week number and day, as well as the lesson number. 

;OL�SLHYUPUN�VIQLJ[P]L�PZ�WYLZLU[LK�ÄYZ[�HUK�[OPZ�JHU�IL�ZOHYLK�^P[O�[OL�JOPSKYLU���
When children understand the objective of the lesson, it can become more 
engaging and purposeful for them.

The 'Teach' section is for approximately 10 minutes and involves explicit teaching 
of the topic focus. Detailed notes are provided on what and how to teach key 
learnings.  

The 'Practise' section involves a teacher-led activity where children engage with 
the learning through a multi-sensory activity. 10 minutes is allocated to practise, 
which is designed to reinforce learning. 

The 'Apply' section is similar to the 'Practise' section, but for 5 minutes. It may 
PU]VS]L�HUV[OLY�HWWSPJH[PVU�VM�[OL�WYHJ[PZL�ZLJ[PVU��[OYV\NO�H�KPɈLYLU[�HJ[P]P[ �̀��
Alternatively, it may focus on another aspect of learning such as Common 
Exception Words.

Page number
Weekly Lesson Plan Daily Lesson Plan

Phase colour codedCurrent week

Weekly progression

Teacher N
otes Te

ac
he

r N
ot

es

Lesson Focus
Weekly 

ProgressionCurrent Lesson
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Remote Learning 
;LHJOPUN�JVU[LU[�YLTV[LS`�\ZPUN�[LJOUVSVN`�JHU�IL�LɈLJ[P]L��;OL�PU[YVK\J[PVU�VM�
new topics can be taught explicitly across cloud-based video communications. Here, 
teachers can model blending and segmenting of letter sounds and call on children 
[V�KLTVUZ[YH[L�[OPZ�IHJR��,UJV\YHNL�JOPSKYLU�[V�YLJVYK�[OLPY�SLHYUPUN�PU�KPɈLYLU[�
ways, including writing, video and audio. Convey to caregivers how they can model 
segmenting or sounding out phonemes in words. If remote learning activities are too 
easy or hard, encourage caregivers to adopt these to the ability level of their child. 
Also encourage caregivers to play and talk as they teach their children. Activities 
presented in the daily lessons practise and apply sections can also be successfully 
played using cloud-based video communications.

A key consideration is if all families have access to ICT. A further consideration is 
the management of screen time in the class for young children and whether printed 
resources can be exchanged easily. Parents and carers may feel overwhelmed and 
uncertain whether all work is required to be completed, and so quality over quantity 
is important to prioritise when preparing lessons. Parents and carers also need to 
understand that much of phonics learning is play based.

The following online resources have been designed to support the Junior Learning 
Letters & Sounds program. It supports the use of ICT within the delivery of phonics 
lessons and allows teachers to model grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (GPC) skills 
for blending to read and segmenting to spell. 

Junior Learning - www.juniorlearning.com.au
Junior Learning provides power point slides for 
teaching daily lessons on an interactive whiteboard. 
Phases covered include 2 - 5. Resources match 
activity cards presented in this Teacher Planner.

Wushka - www.wushka.com.au 
>\ZORH�VɈLYZ�[OL�JVTWSL[L�ZLYPLZ�VM�KLJVKHISL�
readers (from Beanstalk Books/ Junior Learning 
as used in this Teacher Planner) in a digital format. 
Teachers can set up classrooms and monitor 
individual student progress.  
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Decoding and Encoding Mnemonic
The following mnemonics are used to support the understanding and 
visualisation of the processes of decoding and encoding.   

(SS�1\UPVY�3LHYUPUN�WYVK\J[Z�\ZL�H�JVSV\Y�JVKLK�Z`Z[LT�MVY�KPɈLYLU[�SL[[LY�
sounds, to aid in the process of decoding or 'breaking apart' words in order to 
pronounce them. This code is used across the entire literacy-based range to 
ensure consistency and multi-sensory support for children.   

exception 
spelling

youar
r-controlled vowel 

digraph

a-e
split digraph

d
long vowel

line
digraph or trigraph

overhanging line
split digraph

speech bubble
phoneme pronunciation

dot
grapheme

grey dash
syllable break

Colour Code Key

pin fur

tiptoe

tricky symbol
tricky part of word

grey letter
silent letter

lamb

sh ai

cake /or/

a
short vowel consonant digraphconsonants

TRICKY

phoneme frame

dashed line
separate grapheme

solid line
separate syllable

oo
multi-sound 
grapheme

listen
to the phonemes

change
phoneme to grapheme

build
a word

Encoding

look
for the key graphemes

chop
the word by sounding each phoneme

blend
the phonemes to read the 

word

Decoding

ch o p
f-i-sh

3130
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In Phase 6, reading for the great majority of children should become automatic. 
/V^L]LY��WYVÄJPLUJ`�^P[O�ZWLSSPUN�\Z\HSS`�SHNZ�ILOPUK�WYVÄJPLUJ`�^P[O�YLHKPUN��;OPZ�
is because spelling requires recalling and composing the word from memory without 
seeing it. Reading and spelling become less easily reversible as children start working 
with words containing sounds (particularly vowel sounds) which can be spelled in 
TVYL�[OHU�VUL�^H �̀�7OHZL���PZ�H�NVVK�[PTL�[V�MVJ\Z�TVYL�ZOHYWS`�VU�^VYK�ZWLJPÄJ�
spellings and broad guidelines for making choices between spelling alternatives.

By the beginning of Phase 6, children should know most of the common grapheme-
phoneme correspondences (GPCs). They should be able to read hundreds of words, 
doing this in three ways:

� Reading the words automatically if they are very familiar.

� Decoding them quickly and silently because their sounding and blending routine 
is now well established.

� Decoding them aloud.

Children's spelling should be phonemically accurate, although it may still be a little 
unconventional at times. Spelling falls behind reading, as it is harder. Children should 
HSZV�IL�MHTPSPHY�^P[O�[OL�]HYPV\Z�WHY[Z�VM�ZWLLJO�ILMVYL�SLHYUPUN�Z\ɉ_LZ��HZ�[OL`�
ULLK�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OL�LɈLJ[�VM�HKKPUN�H�Z\ɉ_�[V�H�^VYK�HUK�OV^�[OL�^VYK�JOHUNLZ�
TLHUPUN��7HY[Z�VM�ZWLLJO�HYL�KLÄULK�PU�[OL�.SVZZHY`�VU�WHNL������

During this phase, children become fluent readers and increasingly accurate 
ZWLSSLYZ��;OL`�ZOV\SK�HSZV�JVU[PU\L�[V�SLHYU�ZWLSSPUN�JVU]LU[PVUZ�MVY�HKKPUN�Hɉ_LZ�[V�
^VYKZ��4VZ[�JOPSKYLU�^PSS�OH]L�[HRLU�^VYKZ�^P[O�Z\ɉ_LZ�PU�[OLPY�Z[YPKL�PU�YLHKPUN��I\[�
MVY�ZWLSSPUN�W\YWVZLZ�[OL`�UV^�ULLK�TVYL�Z`Z[LTH[PJ�[LHJOPUN�IV[O�VM�[OL�Z\ɉ_LZ�
[OLTZLS]LZ�HUK�VM�OV^�[OL�ZWLSSPUN�VM�YVV[�^VYKZ�TH`�JOHUNL�^OLU�Z\ɉ_LZ�HYL�
added.

Letter Progression

un- dis- mis- -s/es -ies -ing -ed -er

-est -y -ly -ness -ment -ful -less -en

-le, -el, -al, -il homophones contractions dictionary work and 
proof reading

5MFXJ�����&Kƴ]JX

Week

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

�
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

��
20

21
22

23
24

Lesson Progression CEWs

1 - 5 WYLÄ_�\U� IL̗\[PM\S�̗U`�I̗[O�̗M[LY

6 - 10 WYLÄ_�KPZ� ILJ̗\ZL�ILOPUK�IV[O�I\Z`�IYL̗R

11 - 15 WYLÄ_�TPZ� JOPSK�JSPTI�*OYPZ[T̗Z�JS̗ZZ

16 - 20 Z\ɉ_LZ��Z�HUK��LZ could door clothes cold even

21 - 25 Z\ɉ_��PLZ L`L�M̗Z[�L]LY`�L]LY`IVK`�M̗[OLY

26 - 30 Z\ɉ_��PUN ÅVVY�ÄUK�NVSK�NY̗ZZ�NYL̗[

31 - 35 Z\ɉ_��LK OV\Y�RPUK�O̗SM�OVSK�PTWYV]L

36 - 40 Z\ɉ_��LY TPUK�TVZ[�TVUL`�T̗U`�S̗Z[

41 - 45 Z\ɉ_��LZ[ old Mr Mrs move only

46 - 50 Z\ɉ_��` WLVWSL�W̗[O�W̗YLU[Z�W̗ZZ�W̗Z[

51 - 55 Z\ɉ_��S` ZOV\SK�WYV]L�WYL[[`�WVVY�WS̗U[

56  - 60 Z\ɉ_��ULZZ Z\YL�Z\N̗Y�^̗[LY�Z[L̗R�[VSK

61 - 65 Z\ɉ_��TLU[ would wild who whole

66 - 70 Z\ɉ_��M\S Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

71 - 75 Z\ɉ_��SLZZ Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

76 - 80 Z\ɉ_��LU Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

81 - 85 words ending with ‘le’ ‘el’ 
‘al’ ‘il’ Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

86 - 90 homophones; there their 
they’re Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

91 - 95 homophones; where wear 
were & we’re Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

96 - 100
homophones; your you’re / 
here hear / to too two / quite 
quiet quit

Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

101 - 105
homophones; week weak 
/ meet meat / see sea / by 
buy bye

Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

106 - 110
homophones; one won / 
bare bear / sun son / blue 
blew

Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

111 - 115 Contractions don't I'm

116 - 120 Dictionary work and proof 
reading Revision of Phase 6 CEWs

Note: Phase 6 Common Exception Words are presented on page 296 as photocopiable resources.
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Fiction Fiction

Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction

Fiction

Non-Fiction

JL385 - Set 1 Fiction BB140 - Hi-Lo Decodables

BB104 - Science Decodables

BB149 - Fix Its - Non-Fiction

BB145 - Fix Its - Fiction

BB110 - Set 2 Fiction

JL391 - Set 1 Non-Fiction

BB116 - Set 2 Non-Fiction

Books 1 - 12
Books 1 - 12

Books 1 - 12 Books 1 - 12

Books 1 - 12 Books 1 - 12

Books 1 - 12 Books 1 - 12

����
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SPAG Pop Up
JL268

Reading
At Phase 6 many children will be reading longer and less familiar texts independently 
HUK�^P[O�PUJYLHZPUN�Å\LUJ �̀�;OL�ZOPM[�MYVT�SLHYUPUN�[V�YLHK�[V�YLHKPUN�[V�SLHYU�
takes place and children read for information and pleasure.  Many children will be 
HISL�[V�YLHK�[L_[Z�VM�ZL]LYHS�O\UKYLK�^VYKZ�Å\LU[S`�H[�[OLPY�ÄYZ[�H[[LTW[��;OVZL�
JOPSKYLU�^OV�HYL�SLZZ�Å\LU[�TH`�ILULÄ[�MYVT�YLHKPUN�ZOVY[LY�[L_[�ZL]LYHS�[PTLZ��
not in order to memorise the text, but to become familiar with at least some of the 
^VYKZ�[OH[�JH\ZL�[OLT�[V�Z[\TISL��HUK�ILNPU�[V�L_WLYPLUJL�^OH[�Å\LU[�YLHKPUN�PZ�
SPRL��(Z�JOPSKYLU�ÄUK�[OH[�[OL`�JHU�KLJVKL�^VYKZ�X\PJRS`�HUK�PUKLWLUKLU[S �̀�[OL`�
will read more and more so that the number of words they can read automatically 
builds up. Increasing the pace of reading is an important objective. Children should 
be encouraged to read aloud as well as silently for themselves. 

Children must understand why they read in order to become successful readers.  
*VTWYLOLUZPVU�Z[YH[LNPLZ�JHU�OLSW�JOPSKYLU�YLÅLJ[�VU�[OLPY�V^U�\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�HUK�
learning. Children can be taught to go beyond literal interpretation and recall, and to 
explore the greater complexities of texts through inference and deduction.  Children 
should be encouraged to activate prior knowledge, clarify meaning, generate 
questions, construct mental images and to summarise. Children are encouraged to 
YLHK�^P[O�WOYHZPUN�HUK�Å\LUJ �̀�HZ�^LSS�HZ�JVUZPKLYPUN�W\UJ[\H[PVU�[V�HPK�TLHUPUN��
Much of reading at Phase 6 will be silent and students will gain reading stamina as 
they attempt longer texts.  

Spelling
By Phase 6 children will have learned how to spell a number of Common Exception 
Words. Many of these will be highly frequent and be common in children’s writing. 
Children will continue to segment words into phonemes to spell them, but they 
will also learn that good spelling involves not only doing this but also representing 
all the graphemes that are plausibly possible and choosing the right one. In some 
JHZLZ�^VYK�ZWLJPÄJ�ZWLSSPUN��L�N� see / sea) simply have to be learned.  

The position of a phoneme in a word will often rule out certain graphemes for 
[OH[�WOVULTL��;OLZL�ZWLJPÄJ�Y\SLZ�HYL�WYLZLU[LK�PU�[OL�:7(.�7VW�<W�^P[O�]PZ\HS�
mnemonics to support teaching. Explicit teaching of these spelling rules, along 
^P[O�[OL�\ZL�VM�JVU[YHJ[PVUZ�HUK�Y\SLZ�MVY�HKKPUN�Z\ɉ_LZ�^PSS�Z\WWVY[�ZWLSSPUN�
development.

Writing
Children’s growing understanding of why words are spelt in a particular way is 
valuable when applied in their independent writing. Children will be able to spell 
an ever-increasing number of words accurately and be able to check and correct 
their own work.

This process is supported through:

• Shared writing: The teacher demonstrates how to apply spelling strategies 
while writing and teaches proof reading skills.

• Guided and independent writing: The children apply what they have been 
taught. This is the opportunity to think about the whole writing process – 
composition as well as spelling, handwriting and punctuation.

• Marking the child’s work: The teacher can assess their progress and their 
ability to understand and apply what has been taught, then identify targets for 
future improvement.

• Teaching and practising handwriting:�3LHYUPUN�HUK�WYHJ[PZPUN�H�Å\LU[�QVPULK�
style will support children’s spelling development.

����
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Spelling Logs
Children can each have a spelling log to record the particular spellings they need 
[V�MVJ\Z�VU��/LYL��JOPSKYLU�JHU�LU[LY�ZWLJPÄJ�^VYKZ�[OH[�[OL`�ULLK�[V�JVU[PU\L�
[V�^VYR�VU��*OPSKYLU�ZOV\SK�OH]L�HYV\UK�Ä]L�^VYKZ�H[�H�[PTL�PU�[OLPY�ZWLSSPUN�
logs and these should be reviewed weekly. Spelling log words could be Common 
Exception Words or words exemplifying a particular pattern or convention. Words 
are put into children’s logs with tips on how to remember the spelling (such as 
mnemonics). Spelling from children’s independent writing can also be included in 
the spelling log. These are independent to each child and can include words that 
TH`�MYLX\LU[S`�[YPW�[OLT�\W�^OLU�^YP[PUN��;OLZL�^VYKZ�JHU�IL�PKLU[PÄLK�K\YPUN�[OL�
proof reading process. Children can be involved in devising strategies for learning 
the spellings as well as monitoring correct use in their subsequent work.  Children 
can look for evidence of correct spelling patterns in their writing and remove the 
^VYK�MYVT�[OL�SPZ[�VUJL�P[�OHZ�ILLU�\ZLK�Ä]L�[PTLZ�PU�H�YV �̂��

Proofreading
Children need to be taught how to proof read their work as part of the writing 
WYVJLZZ��,KP[PUN�MVY�ZWLSSPUN�ZOV\SK�[HRL�WSHJL�HM[LY�[OL�^YP[LY�PZ�ZH[PZÄLK�^P[O�HSS�
other elements of the writing. Teachers can model the proof reading process during 
shared writing.  

Children can also be taught how to use a dictionary to check their spellings. By 
Phase 6, the repeated singing of the Alphabet Song will have familiarised them with 
HSWOHIL[PJHS�VYKLY��;OLPY�ÄYZ[�KPJ[PVUHY`�L_WLYPLUJL�ZOV\SK�IL�^P[O�^VYKZ�Z[HY[PUN�
^P[O�KPɈLYLU[�SL[[LYZ��I\[�VUJL�[OL`�HYL�JVTWL[LU[�H[�[OPZ��[OL`�ZOV\SK�SLHYU�OV^�[V�
look at second and subsequent letters when necessary (for example words starting 
with 'und-' come before words starting with 'unf-'). Knowledge gained in Phase 5.5 
will be helpful with dictionary use. Children are reminded to consider the alternative 
possible spellings of a particular phoneme when looking up a word. When using 
spell checkers, children need to be taught not to just accept suggestions, but to 
sound them out and carefully double-check whether the pronunciation matches 
the word they are trying to spell. 

Handwriting
+L]LSVWPUN�H�Å\LU[��QVPULK�Z[`SL�VM�OHUK^YP[PUN�PZ�HU�PTWVY[HU[�WHY[�VM�SLHYUPUN�[V�
spell. The teaching of spelling and handwriting can be closely linked. As children 
are taught the basic joins they can practise joining each digraph as one unit. This 
JHU�KL]LSVW�PU[V�WYHJ[PZPUN�SL[[LY�Z[YPUNZ�HUK�JVTWSL[L�^VYKZ�SPURLK�[V�[OL�ZWLJPÄJ�
focus for teaching (e.g. joining w-̗ to support work on the ‘w-special’ covered in 
the Revision section). Common Exception Words can also be demonstrated and 
practised as joined units ([OL�^̗Z�Z̗PK).  
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Objective Learn and practise un- WYLÄ_�

Revise 9LJHSS�HSS�.7*Z�SLHYULK�ZV�MHY�\ZPUN�ÅHZOJHYKZ�

Teach 10mins

� ;LHJO�WYLÄ_�un- meaning ‘not’, for example ‘\UO̗WW`’ meaning 
not happy.  
Share the following words as examples and ask the children 
what they have in common; \UO̗WW`�\URPUK�\U^LSS�
;OL`�HYL�HSS�HKQLJ[P]LZ�^P[O�[OL�WYLÄ_�un- added to them, and 
so the meaning is reversed / opposite.

� Decoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� 7YLZLU[�[OL�^OVSL�^VYKZ�VU�[OL�0>)�VY�ÅHZOJHYKZ�\UO̗WW`�

\UM̗PY to read. Model pressing the sound buttons to make the 
phoneme and model merging phonemes together to blend the 
^VYKZ��VW[PVU�[V�OH]L�H�KPɈLYLU[�JVSV\YLK�ZV\UK�I\[[VU�MVY�
under the vowel).

� Encoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� Make a phoneme frame on paper or a whiteboard / IWB 

to show the children how to build the word from normal to 
opposite using un-�WYLÄ_�

� Build the word unwell with letters. Model writing the word.

Practise 10mins

Blending for Reading - Read a Sentence
Teacher writes a sentence on the board.
Children have to read in their head, not aloud, then teacher asks 
for children to support them in reading as they point to each word 
in the sentence.
;OL�JOPSKYLU�̗YL�\UO̗WW`�ILJ̗\ZL�P[�PZ�Y̗PUPUN�

Apply 5mins

Segmenting for Spelling
;LHJOLY�ZOHYLZ�^VYKZ�\ZPUN�WYLÄ_�un- learnt this lesson, and 
children try to spell the words. 
\UO̗WW`�\UM̗PY�\U^LSS�\US\JR`�\URPUK

Wordbank \U[PK`�\UO̗WW`�\UI̗S̗UJLK�\UILSPL]̗ISL�\US\JR`�\URPUK�
\U̗JJLW[̗ISL�\UM̗PY�\UJVTMVY[̗ISL�\UJVTTVU�\UMP[

Progression

Objectives

Learn how to add un-�WYLÄ_�[V�YVV[�^VYKZ�
Read and write sentences using sounds from Phases 2 to 5.
Learn Memory Strategies for Spelling
Syllables – listen to how many syllables are in a word and break it 
down into smaller pieces. 
E.g. September – break the word into Sep / tem / ber instead of 
decoding individual graphemes as S-e-p-t-e-m-b-er. 
Root Words�¶�ÄUK�[OL�YVV[�VM�[OL�^VYK�ÄYZ[�
E.g. help - the root, helping���YVV[�^VYK�^P[O�Z\ɉ_�HKKLK�
Analogy – are words that help to remember other similar words. 
E.g. would, should, could.
Mnemonics – create a sentence to help with remembering the 
correct spelling of a word.
E.g. People - people eat orange peel like elephants.

Resources

:\ɉ_�*HYKZ
Common Exception Word Cards
Decodable Readers
Magnetic Letters and Whiteboards

Terminology

7YLÄ_�¶�HU�Hɉ_�WSHJLK�ILMVYL�[OL�YVV[�^VYK�[V�JYLH[L�H�UL^�^VYK�
Verb – a word used to describe an action.
Adjective – a word naming an attribute to a noun, used to describe 
things. For example; blue cold late.

un- dis- mis- -s/es -ies -ing -ed -er

-est -y -ly -ness -ment -ful -less -en

-le, -el, -al, 
-il homophones contractions

dictionary 
work and 

proof reading
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Objective Learn and practise un- WYLÄ_�

Revise 9LJHSS�HSS�.7*Z�SLHYULK�ZV�MHY�\ZPUN�ÅHZOJHYKZ�

Teach 10mins

� 9L]PZL�WYLÄ_�un- meaning ‘not’ or the reverse, for example 
‘\UW̗JR»�TLHUPUN�[OL�YL]LYZL�VM�[OL�]LYI�W̗JR�

� Decoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� 7YLZLU[�[OL�^OVSL�^VYKZ�VU�[OL�0>)�VY�ÅHZOJHYKZ�\UW̗JR�

\U\Z\̗S to read. Model pressing the sound buttons to make 
the phoneme and model merging phonemes together to blend 
[OL�^VYKZ��VW[PVU�[V�OH]L�H�KPɈLYLU[�JVSV\YLK�ZV\UK�I\[[VU�MVY�
under the vowel).

� Encoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� Make a phoneme frame on paper or a whiteboard / IWB 

to show the children how to build the word from normal to 
opposite using un- WYLÄ_�

� Build the word \UZ̗ML with letters. Model writing the word.

Practise 10mins

Blending for Reading - Sentence Substitution
Display these sentences on the whiteboard or IWB with missing 
^VYKZ�HUK�HZR�[OL�JOPSKYLU�[V�ÄUK�[OL�HWWYVWYPH[L�^VYK�[V�HKK�MYVT�
the wordbank (optional to display images for visual aid).
It is  to throw stones.
It is �[V�JYVZZ�[OL�YV̗K�^P[OV\[�SVVRPUN�MVY�J̗YZ�
You must �`V\Y�ZOVLS̗JLZ�ILMVYL�[̗RPUN�VɈ�`V\Y�
shoes.
\URPUK�����\U[PL�����\UZ̗ML

Apply 5mins

Segmenting for Spelling
Teacher displays a word on whiteboard or IWB. Children change 
the root word to mean 'not' or the reverse by using un- WYLÄ_ and 
spell it out either aloud or written down.
zip - unzip
lucky - unlucky
JSL̗Y���\UJSL̗Y
Discuss how adding un- WYLÄ_�changes the meaning of the word.

Wordbank \UYL̗S�\U^PZL�\UKYLZZ�\U\Z\̗S�\UWS\N�\U^VY[O`�\U]LPS�\U^PUK�
\UJSL̗Y�\UYPWL

Objective Learn and practise un- WYLÄ_�

Revise 9LJHSS�HSS�.7*Z�SLHYULK�ZV�MHY�\ZPUN�ÅHZOJHYKZ�

Teach 10mins

� 9L]PZL�WYLÄ_�un- meaning ‘not’ or the reverse, for example 
‘unzip’ meaning the reverse of the verb zip.
Share the following words as examples and ask the children 
what they have in common; uncover undo unfold.
;OL`�HYL�HSS�]LYIZ�^P[O�[OL�WYLÄ_�un- added to them, and so the 
meaning is reversed / opposite.

� Decoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� 7YLZLU[�[OL�^OVSL�^VYKZ�VU�[OL�0>)�VY�ÅHZOJHYKZ�untie 

uncover to read. Model pressing the sound buttons to make 
the phoneme and model merging phonemes together to blend 
[OL�^VYKZ��VW[PVU�[V�OH]L�H�KPɈLYLU[�JVSV\YLK�ZV\UK�I\[[VU�MVY�
under the vowel).

� Encoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� Make a phoneme frame on paper or a whiteboard / IWB 

to show the children how to build the word from normal to 
opposite using un- WYLÄ_��

� Build the word unfold with letters. Model writing the word.

Practise 10mins

Blending for Reading - Countdown
Teacher has a list on whiteboard or IWB and reveals one word at 
a time. Children must be seen to be segmenting word and then 
blending to read before revealing the next word in the list. Can use 
H�[PTLY�MVY�M\U�[V�JVTWSL[L�SPZ[�ILMVYL�[PTLY�Y\UZ�V\[�
uncover unzip unfold uneven

Apply 5mins

Segmenting for Spelling - Write a Sentence
Children create their own sentence using words containing un- 
WYLÄ_��VW[PVUHS�[V�W\[�ZLSLJ[PVU�VM�^VYKZ�VU�^OP[LIVHYK�VY�0>)�[V�
help them start sentences). Children write the sentence either on 
whiteboards or paper. Teacher and TAs must ensure the application 
of correct spelling, Common Exception Words and sentence 
structure.
,�N��-YLK�VM[LU�ULLKZ�OLSW�[V�\UaPW�OPZ�JV̗[�
0[�PZ�O̗YK�[V�ZR̗[L�PU�[OL�W̗YR�ILJ̗\ZL�[OL�NYV\UK�PZ�\UL]LU�

Wordbank \U^Y̗W�\UL]LU�\UJV]LY�\UJSVN�\UJO̗PU�\UKV�\UOPUNL�\USVJR�
\UT̗ZR�\USV̗K�\UZLLU
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Objective Revise un- WYLÄ_�

Revise 9LJHSS�HSS�.7*Z�SLHYULK�ZV�MHY�\ZPUN�ÅHZOJHYKZ�

Teach 10mins

Revise reading and spelling Phase 5 Common Exception Words 
(tricky words) [VK̗`�OV\ZL�TV\ZL�OV\Y�ILJ̗\ZL�4Y�4YZ�4Z�^OLYL�
ZOV\SK�JV\SK�^V\SK�TV]L�\ZL�^̗U[�
Revise reading and spelling Phase 5.5 Common Exception Words 
(tricky words) IL̗\[PM\S�̗U`�I̗[O�̗M[LY�

Practise 10mins

Blending for Reading - Independent reading
Children are given any Fiction or Non-Fiction decodable reader from 
Phase 6.
Suggested Titles
:L[���5VU�-PJ[PVU��13� ��

:L[���5VU�-PJ[PVU��))����

:L[���-PJ[PVU��13����

:L[���-PJ[PVU��))����

Apply 5mins

Segmenting for Spelling
Practise segmenting Phase 5 Common Exception Words (tricky 
words) [VK̗`�OV\ZL�TV\ZL�OV\Y�ILJ̗\ZL�4Y�4YZ�4Z�^OLYL�
ZOV\SK�JV\SK�^V\SK�TV]L�\ZL�^̗U[�

Common Exception Word Cards
JL687 - Phase 5.5

any
TRICKY TRICKY

bath
TRICKY

after
TRICKY

beautiful
TRICKY

Objective Learn and practise un- WYLÄ_�

Revise
9LJHSS�HSS�.7*Z�SLHYULK�ZV�MHY�\ZPUN�ÅHZOJHYKZ�
Recall Phase 5 Common Exception Words [VK̗`�OV\ZL�TV\ZL�OV\Y�
ILJ̗\ZL�4Y�4YZ�4Z�^OLYL�ZOV\SK�JV\SK�^V\SK�TV]L�\ZL�^̗U[�

Teach 10mins

� 9L]PZL�WYLÄ_�un- meaning ‘not’, for example ‘\UZ̗ML’ meaning 
UV[�Z̗ML�

� Decoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� 7YLZLU[�[OL�^OVSL�^VYKZ�VU�[OL�0>)�VY�ÅHZOJHYKZ�untie 

\US̗JL to read. Model pressing the sound buttons to make the 
phoneme and model merging phonemes together to blend the 
^VYKZ��VW[PVU�[V�OH]L�H�KPɈLYLU[�JVSV\YLK�ZV\UK�I\[[VU�MVY�
under the vowel).

� Encoding – Explain using mnemonic on page 31.
� Make a phoneme frame on paper or a whiteboard / IWB 

to show the children how to build the word from normal to 
opposite using un- WYLÄ_�

� Build the word untie with letters. Model writing the word.

Practise 10mins

Blending for Reading - Hands up, Pair up
Children are all given a card with a word containing un- WYLÄ_��
Children walk around to clapping or music, then stop and hands 
up, pair up. Children read each others cards then trade and the 
process repeats itself a few times. Teacher and TAs must try and 
hear children reading and correct misconceptions or errors.
\URPUK�\U[PL�\UZ̗ML�\UaPW�\US\JR`�\UJSL̗Y�\UO̗WW`�\UM̗PY�\UJV]LY�
unfold uneven

Apply 5mins

Segmenting for Spelling - Write a Sentence
Children create their own sentence using words containing 
un-�WYLÄ_��VW[PVUHS�[V�W\[�ZLSLJ[PVU�VM�HKQLJ[P]LZ�VY�]LYIZ�VU�
whiteboard or IWB to help them start sentences). Children write the 
sentence either on whiteboards or paper. Teacher and TAs must 
ensure the application of correct spelling, Common Exception 
Words and sentence structure.
E.g. It is unlucky if you miss the bus.
1VZO�PZ�MLLSPUN�\U^LSS�[VK̗ �̀

Wordbank \ULX\̗S�\U[PL�\UaPW�\UJVU[YVSS̗ISL�\UM̗TPSP̗Y�\UISVJR�\UO`NPLUPJ�
\UJLY[̗PU�\UWPJR�\UM\UU`

Common Exception Word Cards
JL687 - Phase 5

today
TRICKY

hour
TRICKY

house
TRICKY

because
TRICKYTRICKYTRICKY

mouse
TRICKY

Mr
TRICKY

Mrs
TRICKY

where
TRICKY

could
TRICKY

should
TRICKY

would
TRICKY

want
TRICKY

use
TRICKY

move
TRICKY

Ms
TRICKY
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Hi-Lo Decodables (Phase 6)

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

BB140

Science Decodables (Phase 6)

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

BB104

Phase 6 - Book 1

Phase 6 - Book 7

Phase 6 - Book 2

Phase 6 - Book 8

Phase 6 - Book 3

Phase 6 - Book 9

Phase 6 - Book 4

Phase 6 - Book 10

Phase 6 - Book 5

Phase 6 - Book 11

Phase 6 - Book 6

Phase 6 - Book 12

Phase 6 - Book 1

Phase 6 - Book 7

Phase 6 - Book 2

Phase 6 - Book 8

Phase 6 - Book 3

Phase 6 - Book 9

Phase 6 - Book 4

Phase 6 - Book 10

Phase 6 - Book 5

Phase 6 - Book 11

Phase 6 - Book 6

Phase 6 - Book 12

cat

add suffix 
-s to make 

plural
s

Workbook BB123 Phase 6

Teachers Books BB130, BB131, BB132, 
BB133

6/6

Decodable Readers
(See page 94)

BB145, BB149, JL385, 
BB110, JL391, BB116, 
BB104, BB140

96 Titles

Grapheme to 
Phoneme Cards

JL686
Cards 
147 - 153

(TRRTS�*]HJUYNTS�
Word Cards JL687

Cards
110 - 111

Homophone Cards JL693
Cards
65 - 69

8ZKƴ]�(FWIX JL694 Cards  
1 - 27 

Decodable Readers (Phase 6)

BB145 - Fix Its - Fiction

Books 1 - 12

BB149 - Fix Its - Non-Fiction

Books 1 - 12

Fiction

Non-Fiction

Session 1147

a
watch out, wasp!

want, wand, swan

/o/a

don’t
TRICKY

110

o
/oa/

65

there they’retheir
/ear/ /ear/ /ear/

there they’retheir
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Word to be spoken by adult Tick if correct Record what is said if incorrect

cold

unicorn

lamb

wrap

knee

Practice      kind       family

Blending assessment (with Phase 5.5 graphemes): be able to blend to read

Word to be sounded out by adult Tick if correct Record what is said if incorrect

c-ou-p-o-n

ch-ie-f

h-o-t-e-l

c-u-p-i-d

e-v-i-l

f-u-nn-y

Segmenting assessment:  be able to segment to spell with correct grapheme

7YHJ[PJL������I�̗�J�V�U������M�PL�S�K
5MFXJ�����(TRRTS�*]HJUYNTS�<TWIX���7JFINSL

Date Achieved Date Achieved Date Achieved

today

house

mouse

hour 

because

Mr

Mrs

Ms

where

should 

could

would

move

use

want

���248
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5MFXJ�������(TRRTS�*]HJUYNTS�<TWIX���7JFINSL

Date Achieved Date Achieved Date Achieved

people

wild

child

mind

kind

behind

eye

oh

most

only

both

though

through

who

prove

shoe

beautiful

climb

Christmas

school

sugar

love

money

any

many

friend

very

busy

pretty

once

5MFXJ�������(TRRTS�*]HJUYNTS�<TWIX���7JFINSL

Date Achieved Date Achieved Date Achieved

please

asked

bath

path

fast

class

after

half

laughed

called

water

your

door

poor

ƵTTW

before

work

worked

their

parents
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Phase 6 Proof Reading Check and correct 
Use contractions where applicable

Ta
sk

 1

I have a doll. she is nice but my 
friend’s doll is niceer. I told my dad 
I wantid a new won and he sayed it 
wos too much money and I haved 
to wait until my birthday.

Ta
sk

 2

MI auntie lives in the bigest tower 
block in her town.  She is always 
makeing cakes. I like siting on her 
deck, eatting her caiks and hairing 
her storys

Week 5MFXJ���&Kƴ] Base Word 'FXJ�<TWI�FSI�&Kƴ]
&XXJXXRJSY �9T�GJ�FGQJ�YT�FII�HTWWJHY�XZKƴ]

 W
ee

k 
1 

- 
12

un-
5WJƴ]

Verb
tie, do, load

Reverse meaning
untie, undo, unload

Adjective
happy, safe, kind

Turn into opposite
unhappy, unsafe, unkind

dis-
5WJƴ]

Verb
prove, obey, trust

Reverse meaning
disprove, disobey, distrust

Adjective
honest, loyal

Turn into opposite
dishonest, disloyal

mis-
5WJƴ]

Verb
spell, hear, manage

Meaning wrong or false
misspell, mishear, mismanage

-s / -es / -ies
8ZKƴ]

Singular noun
KYLZZ��WV[��SLHM��Å`

Plural
KYLZZLZ��WV[Z��SLH]LZ��ÅPLZ

Verb (as in I)
eat, drink, push, carry

Verb (as in he, she, it)
eats, drinks, pushes, carries

-ing
8ZKƴ]

Simple present tense
hope, hop, cry

Present-continuous tense
hoping, hopping, crying

-ed
8ZKƴ]

Simple present tense
want, live, shred

Simple past tense (regular verbs)
wanted, lived, shredded

-er
8ZKƴ]

Adjective
big, hairy, cold

Comparative adjective
bigger, hairier, colder

Verb
run, read, listen

Noun
runner, reader, listener

-est
8ZKƴ]

Adjective
big, hairy, cold

Superlative adjective
biggest, hairiest, coldest

-y
8ZKƴ]

Noun
hair, bone, fog

Adjective
hairy, bony, foggy

-ly
8ZKƴ]

Adjective 
kind, loud, sudden

Adverb
kindly, loudly, suddenly

Noun
week, month, hour

Adverb
weekly, monthly, hourly

-ness
8ZKƴ]

Adjective
happy, kind, cold

Noun
happiness, kindness, coldness

Week 5MFXJ���&Kƴ] Base Word 'FXJ�<TWI�FSI�&Kƴ]
&XXJXXRJSY �9T�GJ�FGQJ�YT�FII�HTWWJHY�XZKƴ]

 W
ee

k 
13

 -
 16

-ment
8ZKƴ]

Verb
agree, entertain, amaze

Noun 
agreement, entertainment, amazement

-ful
8ZKƴ]

Noun
thought, hope, beauty

Adjective
thoughtful, hopeful, beautiful

-less
8ZKƴ]

Noun
power, fear, penny

Adjective
powerless, fearless, penniless

-en
8ZKƴ]

Adjective
ÅH[��SVVZL��ZVM[

Verb
ÅH[[LU��SVVZLU��ZVM[LU
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Daily Lesson Plans
This Teacher Planner focuses on correctly adding affixes 
to words, the different parts of speech, learning 
contractions as well as developing spelling and 
proofreading skills. It provides daily lesson plans based 
on a revised progression of Junior Learning Letters & 
Sounds. 

At Phase 6 children should have already established 
reading skills which are further developed through the 
use of decodable readers and the teacher-led activities 
used throughout the Junior Learning Teacher Planner 
series. The lessons in this planner are designed to 
expand their reading abilities as well as spelling skills, 
and encourage children to become fluent readers and 
increasingly accurate spellers and writers.

Overall, Junior Learning Letters & Sounds is a complete 
Systematic Synthetic Phonics Program that provides 
children with the best opportunities for progressing to 
reading fluency, spelling proficiency and a love of 
literacy.
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